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NURTURING AWARENESS OF YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF  
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER—self-acceptance 

“Your humanness and your human experience are to be Accepted, appreciated, and cherished  
for what they truly are.  Being in human form is the most exquisite opportunity for Awakening.  

Your human experience, your unique Earth School Curriculum, is a Spiritual Blessing especially 
selected, chosen, and carefully orchestrated by Spirit for you.” 

◆ Mary and Ron Hulnick
Remembering the Light Within:  A Course in Soul-Centered Living 

“When you accept yourself, the whole world accepts you.” 
◆ Lao Tzu

Self-Acceptance Blessing:  Accepting your humanity opens the doorway to accepting your Divinity . . . 
and vice versa.   Remember, while you have a body, you are not your body . . . while you have thoughts, you 
are not your thoughts . . . while you have feelings, you are not your feelings, and while you have emotions, 
you are not your emotions . . . you are a Center of pure Loving Awareness.  Take in a nice deep breath . . . 
And let it go . . . In with your next breath, accept that you are a Divine Being with an Earth School 
curriculum designed perfectly to support you in Awakening unto the Majesty of the Love that you are. 
Examples of Nurturing Activities for this month: 

• Free-form writing followed by Compassionate Self-Forgiveness.
• Relating with yourself in the way you wanted to be loved as a child.  (Example:  cradling

the younger one inside of you for five minutes a day).
• Practice flooding your consciousness and body with Loving.
• Daily saying your affirmation with Heart while looking in your own eyes in the mirror.
• Completing a 33-day process with your baby photo, sending Loving to yourself as an

infant and welcoming your Self into the Earth School.
• Listen to the Flooding With Loving meditation in the Online Membership under Soul

Moments.

Affirmation:  I am Accepting my embodiment, my Earth School curriculum, and blossoming in 
the Beauty of my Being.  I am singing the celestial song I came to sing, the Song of my Soul.  

Mary’s Nurturing Challenge of the Month:  Read the Self-Acceptance Blessing out loud daily. 

“No amount of self-improvement makes up for any lack of Self-Acceptance.” 
◆ Robert Holden




